NANOG 40

June 3-6, 2007
Bellevue, WA
Hosted by XKL
Welcome to Bellevue

• Rapidly growing suburb of Seattle
• Seattle is west, across Lk Washington
• 31sq mi, 117k pop
• Incredible growth
• Great downtown area

http://nanog.cluepon.net/index.php/NANOG40
XKL

- Network equipment vendor
- Located down the street in Redmond, nestled near the campus of a fairly large software company
- Owned by cisco systems co-founder Len Bosack
- Len’s goals
  - Reliable
  - Easy to use and deploy
  - Economical
- DXM product providing optical transport in the NANOG40 network
Many thanks

• Qwest (Aaron Quinn) – dark fiber
  — Randy Bush and SC for contact and intro
• Mzima (Andrew Rozell) – transit
• NTT America (Brian Foust and team) – transit
• Optic Fusion (Eric Stockwell) – datacenter space, last-mile fiber work
• XKL network & setup team – Bryce Bockman, Shane Hall, Nathan Berg, Scott Choo, Eric Finseth, Kelly Green
Even more thanks

• Tony Kapela – feedback and ideas from concept to final buildout of NANOG network
• Rodney Joffe – NANOG hosting king
MERIT

• Makes hosting easy

• On-site
  – Larry
  – Betty
  – David
  – Sal
  – Dawn
  – Rick
  – Jason
  – Carol

• Back in Ann Arbor
NANOG 40

- As of 6:13AM today, 402 attendees
- All Beer/Gear and break sponsorships have been sold out
- XKL employees
- Enjoy!